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Abstract

Reforming Laws
Reforms help make changes to structures already put in place, in

Conclusion
The American electoral system is not representing the views of the

The electoral system in America is inherently undemocratic due to
order to improve it. It would require identifying the

majority of American citizens. Establishing clean election programs, a

campaign finance corruption and the electoral college. Due to super
unconstitutionality of current laws, allowing the implementation of

popular vote for elections, and creating government funding that will

new ones. In order to make the current electoral system more

allow citizens to financially support candidates they agree with will

democratic, I propose four changes to the electoral system that

allow citizens a much stronger voice for representation. If American

would give substantial power to every American citizen:

politics does not allow the majority to make decisions for the greater

● Overturn the decision of Citizens United v. FEC.

good of the country, then what does it mean to truly be a democracy?

PACs and large corporations donating unlimited money to fund
campaigns, the opinions and problems facing citizens aren’t being
heard. The United States is reliant on an electoral system that does not
support the main goal of democracy; rule by the people. How
successful would America be if regulations were put in place that would
grant more power to the people?

Public Opinion

● Require all states to adopt clean election programs.
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